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Abstract

It is well known that Bitcoin, Ethereum, and other
blockchain-based cryptocurrencies are facing hurdles in
scaling to meet user demand. One of the most promis-
ing approaches is to form a network of “off-chain pay-
ment channels,” which are backed by on-chain currency
but support rapid, optimistic transactions and use the
blockchain only in case of disputes.

We develop a novel construction for payment chan-
nels that reduces the worst-case “collateral cost” for off-
chain payments. In existing proposals, particularly the
Lightning Network, a payment across a path of ` chan-
nels requires locking up collateral for O(`∆) time, where
∆ is the time to commit a on-chain transaction. Our con-
struction reduces this cost to O(`+∆). We formalize our
construction in the simulation-based security model, and
provide an implementation as an Ethereum smart con-
tract. Our construction relies on a general purpose prim-
itive called a “state channel,” which is of independent
interest.

1 Introduction

Cryptocurrencies such as Bitcoin, Ethereum, and others,
derive their security from wide replication, which un-
fortunately comes at the expense of limited scalability.
A leading proposal for improved scaling of cryptocur-
rencies is to form a network of “off-chain” rapid pay-
ment channels, which act like credit lines secured by “on-
chain” currency. In this vision of the future, cryptocur-
rencies will largely be used as collateral, so interaction
with the blockchain directly will rarely be needed.

A chief concern for the feasibility of payment net-
works is whether the “collateral costs” will be pro-
hibitive. In general, collateral cost is the lost opportu-
nity (in dimensions of money × time) occurring when
funds are held in escrow instead of being invested prof-
itably. Currency deposited in a payment channel can earn
fees when it is used to facilitate linked payments. How-
ever, each in-flight payment along a channel must reserve
a portion of that channel’s available collateral, prevent-
ing its use elsewhere until the payment is settled. In
the optimistic case, payments complete quickly, requir-
ing only off-chain point-to-point messages; but if some
party fails, the collateral can be tied up for a significant
duration, until the balance can be settled on-chain. The
more hops in a payment path, the more collateral must
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Figure 1: Cryptocurrencies like Bitcoin and Ethereum
can serve as collateral for a scalable payment network
(i.e. a credit network without counterparty risk) [26, 8].
Payment channels (a) let one party rapidly pay another
using available collateral, requiring a blockchain trans-
action only in case of dispute. Payments across multi-
ple channels (b) can be linked using a common condition
(such as revealing the preimage of a hash, h). We con-
tribute a novel payment channel (c) improving the worst
case delay for `-hop payments from O(`∆) to O(`+∆).

be reserved: O(`$X) in total for a O(X) sized payment
spanning ` channels. Furthermore, due to limitations of
the current state-of-the-art payment channels, each link
in the path adds an additional worst-case delay. This ad-
ditional delay is determined by the worst-case confirma-
tion time for an on-chain transaction, which we denote by
∆ (i.e., an on-chain transaction may take ∆ times longer
than an ordinary off-chain message). Thus the worst-
case delay is O(`∆), and so the total collateral cost of a
$X payment over a path of length ` is O(`2$X∆).

In this paper we present an improved construction of
payment channels, called “Sprites,” that reduce the time-
out delay from O(`∆) to O(`+ ∆), resulting in a total
collateral cost of O(`$X∆) for a payment over ` hops.
Our solution makes use of a feature available today in
Ethereum smart contracts, but that cannot (we conjec-
ture) be implemented in Bitcoin — in particular, the
ability for a transaction to depend on a “global” event
recorded in the blockchain.

Our construction is highly modular; a key contribution
of our work is the development of a useful general prim-
itive called a “state channel,” which allows two or more
parties to maintain an arbitrary off-chain shared process,
which can be synchronized on demand (or in case of a
dispute) with the blockchain. This abstraction neatly en-
capsulates the underlying cryptography; by making use
of it, our payment channel constructions do not mention
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digital signatures at all. We formally prove the security
of our constructions in the simulation-based framework,
and provide an implementation (cf. [19]) in the Solidity
smart contract language and pyethereum testbed.

It remains unknown what resulting topology will
emerge from cryptocurrency payment channel networks.
In the decentralized ideal, users would establish chan-
nels with peers in their social network (i.e., forming a
scale-free network structure). However, worryingly, high
collateral costs associated with long payment paths may
create an economic pressure towards a more centralized
structure, with most individuals forming channels with
only a small number of well connected bank-like hubs.
By reducing the collateral cost, our work takes a signif-
icant step towards realizing the vision of decentralized
credit network.

1.1 Overview of our constructions.
State channels. Our constructions are centered around
a general purpose “state channel” primitive. A state
channel is established between two (or an arbitrary num-
ber of) parties, and represents a consistent shared pro-
cess, that evolves according to an arbitrary transition
function and to which either party can provide input.
Each time parties provide input to the state channel, they
exchange signed messages on the newly updated state,
along with an increasing round number. If at any time a
party fails (or responds with invalid data), remaining par-
ties can trigger a “dispute” by submitting the most recent
agreed-upon state to the blockchain, along with inputs
for the next round. Besides the inputs provided by par-
ties, state transitions can also depend on auxiliary input
present on the blockchain itself (e.g., additional currency
deposits submitted by either party). State transitions can
also include auxiliary outputs with on-chain side effects,
e.g. triggering a transfer of on-chain currency.

In our formal construction (Section 4.5) we give a se-
curity definition that expresses the desired liveness and
consistency properties, and prove that our protocol is cor-
rectly designed.

Linked payment channels from state channels. Our
bi-directional payment channel (Section 4) is a simple
specialization of the state channel functionality, where
the state maintains each party’s current balance, and de-
posits/withdrawals are implemented as auxiliary I/O.

To support linked payments, we use a novel varia-
tion of the standard “hashed timelock contract” tech-
nique [22, 26]. We create a global contract, called the
PreimageManager (PM), which records assertions of the
form “the preimage x of hash h=H(x) was published be-
fore time TExpiry.” We then augment the payment chan-
nel construction with a “conditional payment” feature,

open(h) open(h)

claim(x)
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Figure 2: The worst-case delay scenario, in Lightning
(left) and in Sprite (right). The two parties shown are
“petty,” dropping off-chain messages (striken red) after
the initial open, and sending on-chain transactions (blue)
only at the last minute. Disputes in Lightning may cas-
cade, whereas in Sprite they are handled simultaneously.

where each party in the path reserves conditioned on the
presence of a record in this global contract. The follow-
ing notation indicates a conditional payment of $X from
P1 to P2, which can be completed by a command from P1,
canceled by a command from P2, or in case of dispute,
will complete if and only if the PM contract receives the
value x prior to TExpiry.

P1
$X−−−−−−−−−→

PM[h,TExpiry]
P2

To form a linked payment along a path of channels,
each party opens a conditional payment with the party to
his right, each with the same hash and expiry.1

P1
$X−−−−−−−−−→

PM[h,TExpiry]
P2

$X−−−−−−−−−→
PM[h,TExpiry]

P3
$X−−−−−−−−−→

PM[h,TExpiry]
P4

The preimage x is initially shared among the sender and
recipient; after the final conditional payment to the recip-
ient is opened, the recipient publishes x, and each party
completes its outgoing payment. Optimistically, (i.e., if
no parties fail), the process completes after only `+ 1
rounds. Otherwise, in the worst case, any honest par-
ties that completed their outgoing payment submit x to
the PM contract, guaranteeing that their incoming pay-
ment will complete, and thus conserving their net bal-
ance. This procedure ensures that each party’s collateral
is tied up for a maximum of O(`+∆) rounds.

Comparison with Lightning. Our construction shows
that the Lightning channel design is more complicated
inherently necessary. We observe three complexities that
arise due to Bitcoin’s limited scripting language:

1) Lightning requires a “revocation keys” mechanism
each time the “direction” of the channel changes,
i.e. each time Alice pays Bob and then Bob pays

1The intermediary nodes in a path can be incentivized to participate
in the route if the sender allocates an extra fee that will be shared among
them. To aid clarity and simplify notation, we omit the description of
such fees in the body, but provide more detail in Appendix B.1.
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Alice. To defend against malicious behavior, each
party must continuously store a copy of every previ-
ously revoked keys. Our simpler mechanism based
on signatures over increasing round numbers avoids
this cost.

2) In case of a dispute, a lightning message can only be
claimed on-chain by one of the two parties revealing
a preimage x. Each link therefore requires an addi-
tional timeout round of at least one blockchain round
∆. By making use of a global event, we can avoid this
concern.

3) To deposit additional collateral or withdraw a portion
of deposited collateral, a Lightning channel must be
closed and then reopened, requiring at least two on-
chain transactions. If any conditional payments are
currently “in-flight,” then these must also be settled
with on-chain transactions.

With regard to observation 2), consider for example
party P1 that sends $X to party P5 via a payment route
that uses the intermediaries P2,P3,P4:

P1
$X−−−−−−→

h,T+3∆
P2

$X−−−−−−→
h,T+2∆

P3
$X−−−−−→

h,T+∆
P4

$X−−−→
h,T

P5

These arrows denote that each Pi≥2 can collect the $X
amount by submitting an on-chain transaction that re-
veals a preimage x of h before time (or block number)
T + (5− i)∆. The reason for the incremental timeouts
∆,2∆,3∆ is that a malicious party may reveal x just be-
fore a timeout. For example, P4 may claim P3’s outgoing
payment by publishing a transaction with x right at time
T +∆; since P3 must subsequently submit a transaction
containing x to the preceding node, P3 may need an ex-
tra grace period (until time T + 2∆) to account for de-
lays in blockchain transactions. Hence, in Lightning, the
amount of time for which the collateral may be locked
depends on the length of the path. In Sprites, these incre-
mental timeouts are avoided via the global PM contract,
which implements a condition that can be consistently
observed by all the payment transactions (this is done by
updating the state of the contract). The worst-delay dis-
pute scenario for Lightning and for Sprite is illustrated in
Figure 2.

In Bitcoin/Lightning, there does not seem to be a good
way to have just one ∆ timeout. The difficulty arises from
the need to ensure that the preimage x will be available
on-chain to all the honest parties, so that they will have
enough time to create a transaction that depends on x.
Unfortunately, the identities of the parties on the path are
not known ahead of time. Thus, while a transaction with
outputs that refer to their identities can be prepared and
signed off-chain (since in the optimistic case we wish to
avoid on-chain transactions), this would not be secure

against double-spending. Alternatively, one may con-
sider a protocol in which an entity that knows the entire
path will relay x to all parties, immediately after the re-
ceiver of the payment reveals it. However, this requires
a much stronger trust model, since a corrupt entity who
does not relay x can cause honest parties to lose their
funds. By contrast, our stateful approach is trust-free.
Note that cleaning the state (i.e., removing old entries
from the PM table) can be supported via a zero-fee trans-
action the frees storage proportional to the gas that it con-
sumes.

Several proposals, notably the Raiden network [21],
make use of Ethereum to implement simplified payment
networks [25, 28, 21]. All of these embody observation
1), using signatures and round numbers rather than re-
voked secrets. Surprisingly, observations 2) and 3) have
so far been overlooked; these proposals otherwise mimic
Lightning, and fail to make use of Ethereum’s generality.

Highlights of our modeling approach. We formalize
our constructions and security definitions in a simula-
tion based framework, combining elements from Univer-
sal Composability [4] and from the Ethereum smart con-
tract programming model. We describe our target spec-
ification as an ideal functionality, logically composed
of a payment channel FPay between each party of par-
ties, along with a global “linked payment” functionality
FLinked that ensures that conditional payments complete
or fail in an atomic way.

Since our modular construction relies on an interme-
diate state channel primitive, FState, we also model a
“hybrid world” that includes both ideal functionalities
(which receive input directly from parties) as well as
blockchain smart contracts (which implicitly received
delayed inputs from parties and enforce rules such as
conserved balance of currency). These scenarios are il-
lustrated in Figure 3.

2 Related Work

Unsecured credit networks. Malavolta et al. [17] de-
velop protocols for privacy-preserving, but “unsecured”
credit networks, i.e., they represent credit lines that are
not “backed” by anything. Links in their credit network
represent “unsecured credit,” The lines represent no par-
ticular guarantee that the credit is backed by anything.
Hence, credit lines in these networks model risk of coun-
terparty default.

Silent Whispers does not guarantee payments com-
plete atomically. This is justified by their setting, which
is where credit is voluntarily established between nodes
(an attacker can reneging on credit they have offered any-
way), can be reneged on, without cost.

3



ContractPreimageManager
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ContractState ContractState ContractState

ContractChain ContractChain ContractChain

(a) Real World (“Smart Contracts” and
party-to-party communication)

FState(UChain)

ContractPreimageManager

FState(UChain)FState(UChain)

Environment

ContractChainContractChainContractChain

(b) Hybrid World (Smart contracts, plus
the generic “state channel” primitive)

FPay(P3,P4)

balL, balR

FStateChannel

FChain($X, T, P1,P2,P3,P4)

FPay(P2,P3)

balL, balR

FPay(P1,P2)

balL, balR

Environment

(c) Ideal World

Figure 3: Illustration of our main formalism: a construction of payment channels supporting “atomic” chaining (the
ideal world, (c)), using a system of Ethereum smart contracts (the real world, (a)). Our construction is modular (b),
using a general-purpose “state channel” functionality, FState, which is of independent interest (Section 4.5).

Their protocol relies on a well-designated (i.e., ar-
guably centralized) set of “landmark nodes,” among
which a majority must be trusted to be honest.

It should be noted that [17] also addresses the prob-
lem of finding a route between the payer and the payee,
while we focus on analyzing the properties of our proto-
col given that the route has already been found.

Anonymous micropayments. Green and Miers [10]
present protocols for off-chain micropayments that pro-
vide complete anonymity. However, such protocols re-
quire the scripting language of cryptocurrency to sup-
port verification of blind signatures and non-interactive
zero-knowledge (NIZK) proofs, and thus cannot be in-
tegrated with Bitcoin (integration with Ethereum is pos-
sible, though the script complexity may be overly com-
plex). See [10] for a comparison with the rather heuristic
approach to anonymity that the Lightning network takes.

Probabilistic micropayments. An alternative that en-
ables off-chain micropayments via a lottery-based con-
struction is presented by Pass and shelat [23]. How-
ever, it requires locking a collateral (larger than the to-
tal amount of money that can be paid) to avoid a “front-
running” attack. Additionally, [23] presents a different
protocol that avoids the need for collateral by relying on
a verifiable third party (and can be implemented in the
current Bitcoin scripting language).

Chiesa et al. [6] design a lottery-based micropay-
ments system that supports anonymity (via cryptocur-
rency scripts that verify NIZKs), and also provide an eco-
nomic analysis for the required collateral.

On-chain scaling. Several works seek to improve the
Bitcoin protocol in order to support greater through-

put. For instance, Bitcoin-NG [11] is a blockchain
protocol that incorporates many microblocks between
regular blocks, while Byzcoin [12] and SCP [16] are
protocols that use a blockchain to bootstrap commit-
tees who would execute a Byzantine agreement protocol
(PBFT [5]). However, any public ledger protocol can be
greatly helped by off-chain channels, see Section 3.1.

Federated sidechains A related proposal is to run a
“sidechain,” consisting of an off-chain “consensus pro-
tocol” run amongst a set of nodes called “functionar-
ies,” which jointly control a balance of on-chain de-
posits [1, 9]. For example, to withdraw from a sidechain
requires signatures from a majority (e.g., 5 out of 7) of
the functionaries. This can be viewed as a far more cen-
tralized variant of protocols such as Byzcoin [12] and
SCP [16].

While our protocols guarantee a consistent state if any
of the users are honest, if a majority of the functionaries
misbehave they can create arbitrary failures.

3 Background and Preliminaries

3.1 Bitcoin and Blockchains

The Bitcoin currency itself is virtual, consisting only
of balances stored within the records of the blockchain
database. The average cost of a transaction on Bitcoin is
10¢. It takes 10 minutes on average for a Bitcoin block
to be found, “confirming” the transaction, but since the
mining process is random, this often takes much longer.
A natural consequence of the 10-minute blocks and the
network propagation delay is that 1-block forks are fairly
common (e.g., occur once or twice per day on average),
users are typically advised to wait for multiple (e.g., 6)
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confirmations before considering a transaction finalized.
It is well-known that Bitcoin, the most popular cryp-
tocurrency to date (representing a $15B USD market cap
as of February 2017), has severe performance limits. For
a transaction to be confirmed takes an hour in expecta-
tion, and the overall network is limited to a throughput
of around 7 transactions per second [7].

The success of cryptocurrencies has further spurred in-
terest in “blockchain technology,” which generally refers
to secure databases, shared among multiple distrusting
entities. In the case of decentralized cryptocurrencies
like Bitcoin, the databases are entirely open to the public,
and are powered by the voluntary participation of anony-
mous “miners.” At the other end of the spectrum, “per-
missioned blockchains” resemble more traditional dis-
tributed systems, with a well-defined set of participants
and an administrative institution (e.g., a consortium of
banks). In both cases, blockchains derive their resiliency
through broad replication, which comes at an inherent
cost.

Scaling blockchains. Proposed scalability improve-
ments fall in roughly two complementary categories.
The first is to make the blockchain itself faster [12, 16,
24, 11]. A recurring theme is that the additional perfor-
mance comes from introducing strong trust assumptions.

The second category, into which our work falls, is
to develop “off-chain” protocols that minimize the use
of the blockchain itself. Instead, parties transaction
primarily by passing “off-chain” messages (i.e., point-
to-point messages from one party to another) amongst
themselves, and interact with the blockchain only to set-
tle disputes or to repurpose the funds. Thus, Alice and
Bob can make (say) thousands of off-chain transactions
between each other, and the public ledger will include
only their initial deposit and the transaction that termi-
nated their channel with the final balances. This im-
plies greater scalability, since the nodes who maintain
the ledger would never see (and hence do not need to ver-
ify) the vast majority of the micropayments. While our
techniques are applicable to both settings, they serve to
make decentralized systems more competitive with sys-
tems that have stronger trust models.

3.2 Blockchain Model
In our development we use the typical idealized model of
a Bitcoin-like blockchain [13, 15, 14, 14], as described
below. For a detailed survey of cryptocurrency secu-
rity issues, see Bonneau et al. [3]. For our purposes, a
blockchain functions as a shared public database. Any
party can write to the blockchain by submitting a “trans-
action,” which propagates throughout the network and
is eventually committed into a consistent ordered log.

Every party can view all the transactions committed on
the blockchain; however, the views are only approxi-
mately synchronized. If one party’s view comprises the
sequence txs1 and another party’s view comprises the se-
quence txs2, then it must be that txs1 is a prefix of txs2
or vice-versa. Furthermore, if any party’s view includes
a transaction tx, then every party’s view will also include
tx after a maximum time bound. To simplify matters, we
consider a single time bound, ∆, which bounds the max-
imum delay “round-trip” time for a blockchain transac-
tion: if some party submits a transaction tx at time T ,
then every party sees tx confirmed by time T +∆.

We also make use of “smart contract” program-
ming conventions, inspired by those implemented in
Ethereum. Smart contracts give semantic meaning to
the transactions submitted to the blockchain; they can
be thought of as processes running in the blockchain
database that accept input via user-submitted transac-
tions. Smart contracts can be trusted to execute correctly,
but do not provide any inherent privacy; the adversary
also has the opportunity to reorder and front-run user-
submitted inputs.

We make use of several conventions based on features
typically found in smart contract programs. Smart con-
tracts have access to a clock (i.e. a “block number”)
which is approximately synchronized (i.e., to within ∆)
of the honest parties. We also assume that the smart
contract execution environment provides a built-in no-
tion of coins, which can be transferred (conserving total
balance) between contracts and parties.

3.3 Simluation Based Security

Our formalism is based on the simulation-based secu-
rity framework, in particular Universal Composability
(UC) [4]. This is a general purpose framework for
constructing secure protocols, based on an execution
model comprising a system of interactive Turing ma-
chines (ITMs). ITMs are defined in a reactive style, by
describing how to behave upon receiving a message; the
resulting behavior includes modifying a local state, and
sending a message to another ITM process.

The UC execution model involves several kinds of
processes: an environment, Z , which represents the “ex-
ternal world” and chooses the inputs given to each party
and observes the outputs; parties that follow a given pro-
tocol Π, and an Byzantine adversary A that controls
corrupted parties. The model also includes functionali-
ties, F, which act like idealized trusted third parties. A
functionality serves as the target specification; the “ideal
world” contains a functionality that exhibits all the in-
tended properties of the protocol. A functionality in the
“real world” is also used to represent network primitives
and setup assumptions. A proof in this framework takes
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the form of a simulator, which translates every attackerA
in the real world into a simulated attacker SA in the ideal
world, such that the two worlds are indistinguishable to
the environment; in other words, the real world is just
as good as the ideal world. Thus, we say that protocol
Π in the real world, denoted execReal(Z,Π,A), realizes
functionality F in the ideal world, execIdeal(Z,F,SA),
if the two distributions are indistinguishable.

The simulation based security framework supports
modular composition: we can build a protocol that em-
ulates an intermediate functionality FI in the real world,
and then build a high-level protocol that makes use of
FI to realize the target functionality F. The composition
theorem guarantees that we can make this substitution.

SIDs. In UC, each functionality is associated with a
unique string, called the session ID (SID). The SID is
essential for the composition theorem, as it ensures that
concurrent instances of protocols are kept separate from
each other. The practical significance of the session ID is
that it is implicitly used as a tag for signatures and hashes
to ensure that messages from one protocol instance can-
not be replayed in another. To reduce clutter, we elide
the handling of SIDs from our presentation.

Smart contracts and functionalities. A new feature in
our model is that we define experiments with ideal func-
tionalities as well as “contract” processes, which repre-
sent programs running on the blockchain network. This
notion is compatible with UC — that is, the multiple
functionalities, and the contracts, can be considered as
a single combined functionality.

Delayed tasks. Frequently in our ideal functionalities,
we use the notation “within {R} rounds: { Task }”. This
is intended to guarantee that the pseudocode described
by Task is executed within a bounded time, but the ex-
act time when it is executed is under the control of the
adversary. This mechanism is compatible with the tra-
ditional UC paradigm; we can imagine implementing a
“task queue” mechanism within the functionality. Note
that we sometimes specify timeouts in asymptotic nota-
tion in order to avoid clutter.

Exceptions in Ideal Functionalities. To simplify our
ideal functionality FLinked, we allow the functionality to
raise an exception. Raising an exception immediately
sends an Exception message to the environment. Since
in the real world there is no such mechanism for raising
an exception, this would clearly allow the environment to
distinguish between the real and ideal worlds. Therefore
in our security proof we have the obligation of showing

that the simulator we construct never triggers an excep-
tion.

4 State Channels and Payment Channels

As a warmup to our full construction, we first present
the security definition of a simple bi-directional payment
channel, modeled as an ideal functionalityFPay. We then
introduce the state channel primitive FState, and show
how to use it in constructing a payment channel.

4.1 Defining payment channels
A payment channel is established between two parties
via a deposit of on-chain currency. Once established with
a deposit of on-chain currency, the parties can rapidly
pay each other by transferring a portion of this balance
using only off-chain messages, resorting to interaction
with the blockchain only in case of a dispute or mutual
agreement to terminate. Critically, a payment channel
should ensure the following (informal) property:

Balance. If either party crashes or deviates from the
protocol, then the other party should be able to withdraw
their current balance within a bounded time.

We formally model a payment channel with the ideal
functionality defined in Figure 4. This functionality is
parameterized by the (pseudonyms of) a pair of parties,
PL and PR, which are fixed at channel creation time (e.g.,
via an Ethereum transaction). The functionality keeps
track of the local balance of parties, balL and balR. It also
defines “contract input” method, deposit, which can be
invoked through an on-chain transaction and has the side
effect of transferring coins. The pay method debits the
sender’s balance immediately, but increments the recipi-
ent’s balance after a bounded delay. This models the fact
that honest parties will immediately mark their collateral
as unusable after beginning the payment, but the recipi-
ent will only be able to use the payment after the parties
reach agreement (or settle a dispute on-chain). Finally,
the withdraw method triggers a release of coins. All of
these methods are immediately leaked to the adversary,
reflecting the fact that our model does not capture privacy
guarantees.

The functionality provides stronger time guarantees
when both parties are honest, reflecting that in the opti-
mistic case payments are completed using only off-chain
communication; even in the case that some party is cor-
rupt, progress is guaranteed within O(∆) rounds by the
on-chain dispute process.

4.2 Defining State Channels
State channels interface with a contract C through tapes
auxin and auxout . Incoming messages from contracts are
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Functionality FPay(PL,PR)

initially, balL := 0,balR := 0
on contract input deposit(coins($X)) from Pi :

within ∆ rounds: bali += $X

on ideal input pay($X) from Pi :

discard if bali < $X
leak (pay,Pi,$X) to A
bali −= $X
within O(1) if P¬i is honest, or else O(∆) rounds:

bal¬i += $X
send (receive,$X) to P¬i

on ideal input withdraw($X) from Pi :

discard if bali < $X
leak (withdraw,Pi,$X) to A
bali −= $X
within ∆ rounds:

send coins($X) to Pi

Figure 4: Functionality model for a bidirectional off-
chain payment channel.

delayed by ∆in while outgoing messages are delayed by
∆out to reflect (slow) interaction with an on-chain con-
tract. Off-chain, the channel proceeds in virtual rounds
where for each round, inputs from parties are accumu-
lated within a time out ∆out . Following this, FState in-
vokes the transition update function U on inputs state
(the current state), the inputs {vr,i} supplied by the par-
ties, and the external input auxin. The updated state is
then sent to all players within a bounded time ∆OffChain.

Properties Guaranteed by the Functionality The
state channel functionality FState maintains a consistent
sequential view of the state. Second, the input from each
party is included in every round, and the state is up-
dated according to correctly-computed steps. Note that
the specification provides no inherent input privacy (the
inputs are leaked to A), and in fact the adversary can
front-run (its inputs in a round can depend on others).

Nonetheless, we describe a generic protocol transfor-
mation that implements this functionality for arbitrary
states. (This is the general form of the protocol.) Note
that FState guarantees progress, even if it means making
crashed parties “time out” with default values. When all
the parties are honest, progress is guaranteed at whatever
rate off-chain messages can be delivered. Even in the
case that some parties are honest, progress is guaranteed
at the “on-chain” rate. Our protocol is designed with im-
plementation in Ethereum in mind. The auxin and auxout
tapes are intended to be hooked up to other “on-chain”

Functionality FState(U,C,P1, ...,PN)

• Initialize auxin := [⊥], ptr := 0, state := /0, buf := /0
• on contract input aux input(m) from C:

append m to buf, and let j := |buf|−1
within ∆: set ptr := max(ptr, j)

• proceed sequentially according to virtual rounds r, ini-
tially r := 0

for each party Pi:
wait to receive input vr,i
if vr,i is not received within O(1) time, set vr,i :=⊥
leak (i,vr,i) to A

after receiving all inputs,
(state,o) :=U(state,{vr,i},auxin[ptr])
send state to each player within time ∆;
if o 6=⊥, within O(∆) invoke C.aux output(o)

Figure 5: Functionality for general purpose state channel

contracts in the eco-system.

4.3 Constructing FPay from FState

In Figure 6 we give a construction that emulates FPay

in the FState-hybrid world. Our construction consists of
an update function, UPay, which defines the structure of
state and inputs provided by parties, an auxiliary contract
ContractPay that handles external effects, i.e. deposits
and withdrawals, and local behavior for each party.

The protocol ΠPay is somewhat more complicated than
the FPay functionality; in particular, while FPay uses a
single field representing the available balance of each
party, bali, the protocol represents this with two fields,
credi and depositsi. This encoding is designed to cope
with the fact that FState only guarantees that auxiliary
inputs are loosely synchronized with the state updates.
If multiple auxiliary inputs are received within a short
time interval (e.g., in the same block), it may be that
only the most recent is passed as input to UPay. There-
fore when ContractPay receives a deposit of coins(x), it
accumulates this into a monotonically increasing value,
depositsi, that can safely be passed to auxin. The state
then maintains credi as a (possibly negative) balance off-
set, such that Pi’s available balance is depositsi + credi.

In contrast, although the FState functionality guaran-
tees that each (non-⊥) auxiliary output is eventually pro-
cessed, though not necessarily in order. Since the FPay

functionality makes similar guarantees, it is safe to pass
the wd{L,R} values directly to C.aux output.

Since parties’ inputs are not validated before being
committed, we define UPay to clamp each party’s pay in-
put to within his available balance, and then clamp his
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wd input to the remaining balance after that.
The local protocol involves translating pay and

withdraw invocations into inputs of the form (pay,wd)
passed to FState. Since FState accepts inputs one round
by round, but FPay invocations may arrive at any time,
the local protocol accumulates pay and wd inputs until
the next round begins.

4.4 Simulation-based Security Proof

We now provide a proof sketch that our protocol securely
realizes the FPay model. As usual, the proof consists of a
simulator S for the dummy adversary (i.e., the real world
adversary that simply follows instructions from the envi-
ronment). Since the model does not provide any secrecy,
and since the FState-hybrid world hides any cryptogra-
phy, the simulation is straightforward and deterministic.
The simulator runs a local sandboxed execution of ΠPay,
which it keeps in perfect correspondence with the state
of FPay. When the environment asks A to command
corrupted parties to interact with and observe FState, the
simulator S routes these requests to its sandboxed ΠPay.
We can show that the sandboxed execution of ΠPay main-
tained by S is identical to ΠPay in the real world.

Theorem 1. The ΠPay protocol in the FState-hybrid
world realizes the FPay ideal functionality.

Proof. (Sketch) The ideal world simulator S for the
dummy real world adversary runs a sandboxed execution
of ΠPay through which it relays instructions as described
below.

Inputs from honest parties. When the simulator S re-
ceives a message of the form (pay,Pi,$X) from FPay, it
provides an input pay($X) to Pi in the sandboxed exe-
cution of ΠPay; when S receives (withdraw,Pi,$X), it
inputs withdraw($X).

Contract inputs. If a deposit($X) input is de-
livered to FPay, send deposit($X) to the sandboxed
ContractPay. Note that this creates an O(∆)-delayed task
in FState as well as one in FPay.

Message delivery in FState. When the environment
asks to execute a delayed task in FState (i.e., to advance
auxin or to apply a state update), S routes this request to
ΠPay. If the sandboxed FState provides output state to a
corrupted party, pass state to the environment.

Outputs to honest parties. If honest party Pi in the
sandboxed FState provides output (receive,$X), then de-
liver the delayed task in FPay that sends the same output
to Pi in the ideal world.

Update function UPay

UPay(state,(inL, inR),auxin) :

if state =⊥, set state := (0,0)
parse state as (credL,credR)
parse auxin as {depositsi}i∈{L,R}
for i ∈ {L,R}:

if inputi =⊥ then inputi := (0,0)
parse each inputi as (payi,wdi)
payi := min(payi,depositsi + credi)
wdi := min(wdi,depositsi + credi−payi)

credL += payR−payL−wdL
credR += payL−payR−wdR
if wdL 6= 0 or wdR 6= 0:

auxout := (wdL,wdR)

otherwise auxout :=⊥
state := (credL,credR)
return (auxout ,state)

Auxiliary smart contract ContractPay(PL,PR)

Initially, depositsL := 0,depositsR := 0
on contract input deposit(coins($X)) from Pi :

depositsi += $X
auxin.send(depositsL,depositsR)

on contract input output(auxout):

parse auxout as (wdL,wdR)
for i ∈ {L,R} send coins(wdi) to Pi

Local protocol ΠPay for party Pi

initialize pay := 0, wd := 0, cred := 0
provide (0,0) as input to FState

on receiving state (credL,credR) from FState,

if credi ≥ cred then output (receive,credi− cred)
set cred := credi−pay−wd
provide (pay,wd) as input to FState

on input pay($X) from the environment,

if $X ≤ ContractPay.depositsi−pay−wd, pay += $X

on input withdraw($X) from the environment,

if $X ≤ ContractPay.depositsi−pay−wd, wd += $X

Figure 6: Implementation of FPay in the FState-hybrid
world (illustrated in Fig. 3(b)).

4.5 Instantiating State Channels
We focus on explaining the behavior of the smart con-
tract, ContractState, defined in Figure 8 and in the Ap-
pendix A a detailed description of the local behavior for
each party is provided.

At a very high level, the off-chain updates to the
state are synchronized via signatures received from ev-
ery party. Reaching agreement about which inputs to
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update

….

triggerT1 triggerT2

Figure 7: State transitions in ContractState. The
triggerT1 method transitions from OKr to PENDINGr+1.
From any OK or PENDING state, an update message with
signatures from all parties can transfer to OK with an
equal or later round. The triggerT2 method applies
advances the state by applying inputs provided on-chain.

process next is facilitated by having one party, P1, act as
the leader. The leader receives inputs from each party,
batches them, and then requests signatures from each
party on the entire batch. After receiving all such signa-
tures, the leader sends a COMMIT message containing the
signatures to each party. This resembles the “fast-path”
case of a fault tolerant consensus protocol [5]; However,
in our setting, there is no need for a view-change proce-
dure to guarantee liveness when the leader fails; instead
the fall-back option is to use the on-chain smart contract.

If another party triggers a request for inputs, via the
input method of the contract, then there are two cases
to handle. First, the request for inputs may pertain to an
“old” round that has already been surpassed. In this case,
honest parties respond with an update invocation that
effectively cancels the trigger. Otherwise, if the request
is for the current round, then the party provides its input
directly to the contract.

An edge case occurs when a request for on-chain set-
tling occurs, but a COMMIT message is received later,
thus it may be uncertain whether can be broadcast be-
fore the on-chain process is handled. From the time a
first triggerT1(r,T ) event is received, a timer begins to
determine whether the state proceeds according to off-
chain or on-chain inputs by deadline T +∆. Thus if a
party receives a COMMIT message with enough time to
submit this before the deadline, then they proceed in the
“Off-Chain” state. However, if a party does not receive
a COMMIT message within this time, then they wait to see
whether.
Events. Contract events describe transactions that ap-
pear on the blockchain. A party “receives” the event once
it is buried. This is inspired in party by Ethereum’s sup-
port for logging events. However, there is a semantic
difference namely that events are delivered in Ethereum
immediately after a single confirmation, whereas in our
usage, an event is only delivered after buried sufficiently,
such that we are guaranteed it cannot be reversed.

The most confusing circumstance is if some malicious

Protocol ΠState(U,P1, ...PN)

Contract ContractState

Initialize bestRound :=−1
Initialize state := /0
Initialize flag := OK

Initialize deadline :=⊥
Initialize applied := /0

on receiving update(r,state′,out,{σr, j}):
discard if r ≤ bestRound and r /∈ applied
verify all signatures on the message (r‖state′‖out)
if r = bestRound+ r then

if flag == PENDING then
flag := OK

emit EventOffchain(bestRound+1)
bestRound := r
state := state′

invoke C.aux output(out)
applied := applied∪{r}

on receiving triggerT1(r) at time T :

discard if r 6= bestRound+1
discard if flag 6= OK

set flag := PENDING

set deadline := T +∆

emit EventPending(r,deadline)

on receiving triggerT2(r) at time T :

discard if r 6= bestRound+1
discard if flag 6= PENDING

discard if T < deadline
apply the update function state := U(state,{vr, j},
auxin), where the default value is used for any vr, j such
that player Pj has not provided input
set flag := OK

emit EventOnchain(r,state)

on receiving input(r,vr, j) from player Pj:

if this is the first such activation, store vr, j

Figure 8: Contract portion of the protocol ΠState for im-
plementing a general purpose state channel, FState.

party Pj provides input v j to the leader, withholds his sig-
nature until the last minute, and invokes the contract with
an equivocating input input(v′j). In this circumstance,
we need to ensure that honest parties proceed with a con-
sistent view. We accomplish this by designing the smart
contract to hold the state determined by the on-chain in-
puts via the input invocation in a pending state.

Theorem 2. The ΠState protocol realizes theFState func-
tionality.

The proof can be found in the appendix.
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5 Linked Payment Chains

Functionality FLinked($X ,T,P1, ..., P̀ )

initially, for each i ∈ 1...(`−1), set flagi := init ∈
{init,inflight,complete,cancel}

on receiving (open, i) from A, if flagi = init, then

if F i
Pay.balL ≥ $X then:

F i
Pay.balL −= $X

set flagi := inflight

otherwise, set flagi := cancel

on receiving (cancel, i) from A, if at least one party is
corrupt and flagi ∈ {init,inflight},

if flagi = inflight then set F i
Pay.balL += $X

set flagi := cancel

on receiving (complete, i) from A, if flagi = inflight,

F i−1
Pay .balR += $X

set flagi := complete

after time T +O(`+∆), or after T +O(`) if all parties
honest, raise an Exception if any of the following asser-
tions fail:

1. for each i ∈ 1...(`− 1), flagi must be in a terminal
state, i.e., flagi ∈ {cancel,complete}

2. for each i ∈ 1...(`−2), if Pi is honest, it must not be
the case that (flagi,flagi+1) = (cancel,complete).

3. if P1 and P̀ are honest, then (flag1,flag`−1) ∈
{(complete,complete),(cancel,cancel)}

Figure 9: Definition of the chained-payment functional-
ity

The simple payment channels from the previous sec-
tion are useful when two parties expect to make fre-
quent payments to each other. To support payments in
a broader network, however, we wish to support “linked
payments” across a path, such that two parties can pay
each other indirectly as long as they can find a path of in-
termediaries with payment channels already established.
The challenge is to ensure that the payment occurs atom-
ically, and that the collateral provided by the intermedi-
aries should be returned to them within a bounded time.

In more detail, consider consider a scenario where par-
ties P1 through P̀ have established `− 1 payment chan-
nels, such that F i

Pay denotes the payment channel es-
tablished between Pi and Pi+1. We desire the following
properties:

Optimistic Correctness. If all parties P1 through P̀
are honest, and if sufficient balance is available in each
payment channel, then the chained payment completes
successfully after O(`) rounds. More specifically, for
each of channel F i

Pay, the outgoing balance F i
Pay.balR is

increased by $x and each incoming balance F i
Pay.balL is

decreased by $x.
Intermediaries do not lose money. Even if some par-

ties are corrupt, then the honest parties on the path, i.e. P2
through P̀ −1 should not lose any money. More specifi-
cally, for each party Pi, after a maximum of O(`+ ∆)
rounds, either the incoming balance (F i−1

Pay .balR) is incre-
mented by $X , or else the outgoing balance (F i

Pay.balL)
is returned to its initial state.

Atomicity. If the sender and receiver, P1 and P̀ , are
both honest then the payment either completes or can-
cels, atomically for both parties.2 More precisely, after
O(`+∆) rounds, either the payment completes (the out-
going balance of P1 is decremented by $X and the incom-
ing balance of P̀ is incremented by $X), or else the pay-
ment fails, and both parties balances remain unchanged.

5.1 Modeling linked payment chains.

The ideal world, which serves as our formal security def-
inition (illustrated in Figure 9) consists of multiple in-
stances of the duplex channels FPay, as well one instance
of the payment chain functionality FLinked. This model
is one shot: 3 it describes only a single chained payment,
among a fixed path of parties.

The FLinked functionality interacts with the individual
FPay functionalities directly, in a “white box” way, i.e.
by directly manipulating the bal{L,R} fields. In order to
enforce the desired atomicity properties, the functional-
ity also keeps track of a status flag associated with each
channel. When the payment is initialized, it reserves a
portion of PL’s balance in each FPay instance for a condi-
tional payment, transitioning to the inflight status (if
a channel on the path has insufficient balance, then then
the payment is canceled). From the inflight status,
the conditional payment must conclude (within bounded
time) in one of two ways, either cancel in which case
the balance is refunded to PL, or complete in which case

2Note that no guarantees are provided to the sender and receiver
if either misbehaves. The payment is voluntary, so the sender could
simply choose not to make the payment in the first place. In future
work we would like to provide a mechanism for the sender to receive a
receipt iff the payment completes.

3To generalize the functionality, we would use a generic compo-
sition operator to construct an ideal world where many instance of
FLinked can exist simultaneously, and be brought into existence by par-
ties. To satisfy the composition theorem, we would need to ensure that
multiple payment chains are prevented from “interfering” with each
other, for example by replaying one message in another. We elide over
these issues.
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init
inflight

completecomplete

cancel

balL  -= $X balR  += $X

balL  += $X

Figure 10: State transitions and side effects in FLinked

(for each channel F i
Pay. Within O(`+∆) rounds, a termi-

nal state is reached.

it is paid to PR. These transitions are summarized in Fig-
ure 10.

It is easy to check that the desired properties described
earlier are exhibited by the functionality definition of
FLinked. First, notice that the transition init→ cancel

can only occur if some parties are corrupted, or if the
channel balance is insufficient. Furthermore, notice that
assertion 2 ensures that honest parties do not lose money.
Finally, notice that the individualFPay payment channels
continue operating “as normal” even while the chained
payment is in progress, i.e. parties can also send (un-
conditional) payments to each other in the meantime, as
well as deposit and withdraw on-chain funds, up to the
available amount.

5.2 Implementing Chained Payments

As with our construction for FPay, our construction con-
sists of an update function that specializes FState, as
well as auxiliary contracts and local behavior for each
party. We focus our discussion on the update function
and auxiliary contracts as shown in Figure 11 (see also
Figure 13).

The update function ULinked,$X is an outer layer around
the UPay function (Figure 6), but extends state to include
support for a conditional payment, mirroring the status
flag in the FLinked functionality. The left-hand party
for each channel PL, creates a conditional payment by
sending an open(h) instruction to FState, where h is the
hash of a (possibly unknown) secret. Each conditional
payment can be concluded in one of three ways: by a
complete instruction from PL, a cancel message from
PR, or through a dispute case, which can occur only if
one of the two parties is corrupt, as we describe shortly.

To establish a chain of linked payments, the initial
sender P1 first creates a secret x, shares with the recipient
P̀ , and creates an outgoing conditional payment to P2 us-
ing h =H(x). Each subsequent party Pi in turn, upon re-
ceiving the incoming conditional payment, establishes an
outgoing conditional payment to Pi+1. Once the recipient
P̀ receives the final conditional payment, it multicasts x
to every other party.

The key challenge is to ensure that if an honest party’s
outgoing conditional payment completes, then its incom-
ing conditional payment must also complete. In the

dispute case, whether the conditional payment is can-
celed or refunded depends on the state of the global
preimage manager, ContractPM, which acts like a global
condition: if the preimage manager contract receives x
before time TExpiry, then every conditional payment that
is disputed will complete; otherwise, every disputed con-
ditional payment will cancel. Therefore, if an honest
party receives x before time TExpiry − ∆, it is safe to
complete their outgoing conditional payment, since in
the worst case they will be able submit x to ContractPM

and claim their incoming payment via dispute.
In the Appendix we give a security proof that ΠLinked

realizes the ideal world (FLinked,FPay). Here we just de-
scribe the unintuitive edge cases that the protocol is de-
signed to handle.

First, it is possible that parties receive inconsistent val-
ues of h. Since each party creates an outgoing condi-
tional payment with h only after receiving an incoming
conditional payment with the same hash h, their balance
is guaranteed to be preserved regardless. Second, note
that the ideal functionality permits for some conditional
payments to complete while others cancel; however
this can only cause a corrupted party to lose money. Fi-
nally, we note that in the optimistic case, when all parties
are honest and thus all payment conditional payments
complete, the ContractPM is never invoked at all.

6 Disussion and Conclusion

Cryptocurrencies face several ongoing challenges in an
uncertain future: they must scale up to accommodate in-
creasing user demand, and they must compete with cen-
tralized alternatives. In this work we have provided the
first formalized construction of off-chain payment net-
works, one of the most widely anticipated approaches to
scalable payments. Our construction embodies a novel
insight that directly improves the worst-case collateral
costs compared to Lightning [26], the current state-of-
the-art design. Since our improvement is by a factor of
O(`), where ` is the length of a payment path, we es-
pecially improve the feasibility of decentralized (rather
than star-shaped) payment network structures.

However, our construction relies on a global contract
mechanism, which, while easily expressed in Ethereum,
cannot (we conjecture) be emulated in Bitcoin without
some modification to Bitcoin’s scripting system. The
reason is not that Ethereum is Turing complete; rather,
as we discuss in Section 1.1, the difference appears to
involve Bitcoin’s “UTXO”-based transaction structure.
This structure prevents one transaction from affecting the
state of another, unlike Ethereum contracts which can re-
fer to each other in a global namespace (see also [2, Sec-
tion 2] and [20, Section 4]).
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Protocol ΠLinked($X ,T,P1, ...P̀ )

Let TExpiry := T +6`+∆.
Let TCrit := TExpiry−∆ // Last chance to submit x
Let TDispute := TExpiry +∆+3.

Update Function ULinked,$X (state, inL, inR,auxin)

if state =⊥, set state := (init,⊥,(0,0))
parse state as (flag,h,(credL,credR))

parse ini as (cmdi, in
Pay
i ), for i ∈ {L,R}

if cmdL = open(h′) and flag = init, then

set credL −= $X , flag := inflight, and h := h′

otherwise if cmdL = complete and flag = inflight,

set credR += $X , and flag := complete

otherwise if cmdR = cancel and flag = inflight,

set credL += $X and flag := cancel

otherwise if cmdR = dispute or cmdL = dispute, and
flag = inflight, and current time > TExpiry, then

auxout := (dispute,h,$X) and flag = dispute

let statePay := (credL,credR)

(auxPay
out ,statePay) :=UPay(statePay, inPay

L , inPay
R ,auxin)

set state := (flag,h,statePay)

return (state,(auxout,auxPay
out ))

Auxiliary contract ContractLinked

Copy the auxiliary contract from Figure 11, renaming the
output handler to outputPay

on contract input output(aux∗out):

parse auxout as (auxout,auxPay
out )

if aux∗out parses as (dispute,h,$X) then
if PM.published(TExpiry,h), then

depositsR += $X
else

depositsL += $X
auxin := (depositsL,depositsR)

invoke outputPay(auxPay
out )

Global Contract ContractPM

initially timestamp[] is an empty mapping
on contract input publish(x) at time T :

if H(x) /∈ timestamp: then set timestamp[H(x)] := T

constant function published(h,T ′):

return True if h ∈ timestamp and timestamp[h]≤ T ′

return False otherwise

Figure 11: Contract portion of the protocol ΠLinked

for implementing linked payments (FLinked,FPay) in the
FState-hybrid world. Local behavior for each party is de-
ferred to the appendix.

As we have focused on collateral costs as our key per-
formance objective, our constructions and security def-
initions do not aim to ensure transaction privacy. Our
work is therefore complementary to efforts that focus pri-
marily on privacy. We suspect that our insights can be
combined with these; furthermore, we believe our state
channel abstraction can serve as a convenient building
block for this important future work.
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A Details of State Channel Construction

In the body of the paper (Figure 8) we presented the
smart contract portion of the state channel protocol. In
Figure 12 we define the local behavior of the parties.
Assertions and sanity checks. Note that that when
EventPending(r) is received, we can assume that r ≤
bestRound+ 1 in the view of any honest party. This is
because the EventPending event can only be triggered
for round bestRound+1 of the contract, and bestRound
is only set in the contract after receiving inputs from ev-
ery honest party.

If a party Pi receives EventOffchain(r) while in the
flag = PENDING condition, it can be safely assumed that
a BATCH message has already been received and state
has already been updated to reflect the new state. This is
because EventOffChain can only be triggered after re-
ceiving an update containing signatures from all parties,
including Pi.

Lemma 3. If any party receives EventPending(r,T ),
then every party will receive from the contract ei-
ther (1) EventOffchain(r) within time T + ∆, or (2)
EventOnchain(r) within time T +2∆.

Proof sketch. Since some party received EventPending
from the contract, this means that the contract received
triggerT1 from one of the parties. Observe that the vari-
able deadline is set to T +∆. Now, if r corresponds to
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Protocol ΠState(U,P1, ...PN)

Contract ContractState

Initialize bestRound :=−1
Initialize state := /0
Initialize flag := OK

Initialize deadline :=⊥
Initialize applied := /0

on receiving update(r,state′,out,{σr, j}):
discard if r ≤ bestRound and r /∈ applied
verify all signatures on the message (r‖state′‖out)
if r = bestRound+ r then

if flag == PENDING then
flag := OK

emit EventOffchain(bestRound+1)
bestRound := r
state := state′

invoke C.aux output(out)
applied := applied∪{r}

on receiving triggerT1(r) at time T :

discard if r 6= bestRound+1
discard if flag 6= OK

set flag := PENDING

set deadline := T +∆

emit EventPending(r,deadline)

on receiving triggerT2(r) at time T :

discard if r 6= bestRound+1
discard if flag 6= PENDING

discard if T < deadline
apply the update function state := U(state,{vr, j},
auxin), where the default value is used for any vr, j such
that player Pj has not provided input
set flag := OK

emit EventOnchain(r,state)

on receiving input(r,vr, j) from player Pj:

if this is the first such activation, store vr, j

Local protocol for the leader, P1

Proceed in consecutive virtual rounds numbered r:

Wait to receive messages {INPUT(vr, j))} j from each
party.
Let inr be the current state of auxin field in the the con-
tract.
Multicast BATCH(r, inr,{vr, j} j) to each party.
Wait to receive messages {(SIGN,σr, j)} j from each
party.
Multicast COMMIT(r,{σr, j} j) to each party.

Local protocol for each party Pi (including the leader)

flag := OK ∈ {OK,PENDING}
Initialize lastRound :=−1
Initialize lastCommit :=⊥

Fast Path (while flag == OK)

Proceed in sequential rounds r, beginning with r := 0
Wait to receive input vr,i from the environment. Send
INPUT(vr,i) to the leader.
Wait to receive a batch of proposed inputs, BATCH(r, in′r,
{v′r, j} j) from the leader. Discard this proposal if Pi’s own
input is omitted, i.e., v′r,i 6= vr,i. Discard this proposal if in′r
is not a recent value of auxin in the contract.
Set (state,outr) :=U(state,{vr, j} j, in

′
r)

Send (SIGN,σr,i) to P1, where σr,i := signi(r‖outr‖state)
Wait to receive COMMIT(r,{σr, j} j) from the leader. Discard
unless verify j(σr, j‖outr‖state) holds for each j. Then:

lastCommit := (state,outr,{σr, j} j); lastRound := r
If outr 6=⊥, send update(r, lastCommit) to the contract.

If COMMIT was not received within one time-step, then:

if lastCommit 6= ⊥, send update(r − 1, lastCommit)
and triggerT1(r) (one after another) to C

Handling on-chain events

On receiving EventPending(r, ), if r ≤ lastRound, then
send update(lastRound, lastCommit) to the contract.
Otherwise if r = lastRound+1, then:

Set flag := PENDING, and interrupt any “waiting” tasks in
the fast path above. Inputs are buffered until returning to
the fast path.
Send input(r,vr,i) to the contract.
Wait to receive EventOffchain(r) or
EventOnchain(r) from the contract. In either
case:

state := state′

flag := OK

Enter the fast path with r := r+1

Figure 12: Construction of a general purpose state channel, FState, parameterized by transition function U . For
readability, the left column is duplicated from Fig. 8.
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an earlier round (i.e., not the current incomplete round),
then an honest party upon receiving EventPending
would send an update command to the contract with the
state (along with signatures) corresponding to the most
recent completed round. In this case, it follows that the
contract would emit EventOffChain before time T +∆.
On the other hand, suppose r corresponds to the current
round. In this case, we have that honest parties would
have r = lastRound+ 1, and they would send their cur-
rent round input (r,vr,i) to the contract (which would be
accumulated by C) as their response to EventPending.
Then, at time T +∆, honest parties would send triggerT2
right after T +∆ which ensures that they get a response
from the on-chain contract before time T +2∆. This con-
cludes the proof sketch.

Lemma 4. If any honest party receives
EventPending(r,T ) from the contract, but does not
receive COMMIT(r, ) from the leader before time T , then
no party will receive COMMIT(r + 1, ) until receiving
EventOnchain(r) or EventOffchain(r) from the con-
tract.

Proof sketch. Note that for the leader P1 to generate a
valid COMMIT message for round r + 1, it needs signa-
tures from all parties. Suppose some honest party re-
ceived EventPending(r,T ), then it must hold that r =
bestRound+ 1. This in particular means that the con-
tract received signatures on the state corresponding to
the (r− 1)-th round from all parties. Since P1 would
not be able to forge honest parties’ signatures, it fol-
lows that the honest parties must have synchronized their
state until the (r− 1)-th round (either on-chain or off-
chain). Now suppose, it holds that some honest party Pj
did not receive a message COMMIT message for round r,
then there are two cases to handle. First, if r is not the
current round, then in this case honest parties would di-
rectly send an update command with the most recent
completed round along with the latest synchronized state
to the contract. This has the effect of making the con-
tract emit EventOffchain for round r. Next if r is indeed
the current round, then it follows that honest party would
immediately send to the contract (1) an update mes-
sage with the state corresponding to the (r−1)-th round,
and immediately afterwards (2) a triggerT1 message
for round r. Taken together, these messages have the ef-
fect of ensuring that the contract emits EventPending for
round r. Following this and since r = lastRound+1, an
honest party Pi would respond by sending their inputs vr,i
to the contract (irrespective of whether honest Pi received
a message of the form COMMIT(r, )). Then, the rest of the
state is synchronized on-chain (i.e., parties submit their
inputs directly to the contract). At time T +∆, honest
parties would send triggerT2 to the contract which would
result in the contract emitting EventOnchain for round r.

This concludes the proof sketch.

Lemma 5. If any honest party receives
EventPending(r,T ) from the contract, and receives
COMMIT(r) from the leader before time T , then ev-
ery party will receive EventOffchain(r) by time
T +∆Send +∆Receive.

Proof sketch. By Lemma 3, it follows that we only
need to show that EventOnchain(r) will not be emitted
whenever COMMIT(r) is received before time T . Given
that some honest party Pj received COMMIT(r) from the
leader, then this means that all parties must have syn-
chronized their state until round r − 1. In addition,
since Pj also received EventPending(r,T ) from the con-
tract, this implies that some party issued triggerT1 to
the contract. Observe that r = lastRoundbestRound+1
also holds. Now each honest party Pi would respond
to the EventPending message with an update com-
mand that would result in the on-chain contract emitting
EventOffchain(r) within time T +∆. This concludes the
proof.

Theorem 6. The ΠState protocol realizes theFState func-
tionality.

Proof. (Sketch) The ideal world simulator S for the
dummy real world adversary runs a sandboxed execu-
tion of ΠState through which it relays instructions as de-
scribed below.

When the simulator S receives a message of the form
(i,vr,i) from FState (i.e., leaked honest inputs), it stores
this message to use later in the simulation for the current
round.

Following this, S simulates the local protocol for each
honest player to the A using leaked inputs. If the leader
is honest, then S acting as the leader, uses the leaked
inputs (from FState) as inputs received from honest par-
ties. S waits to receive round inputs from A for the cor-
rupt parties. If it receives inputs from all corrupt parties,
then acting as the leader, S accumulates these values, and
multicasts it to all corrupt parties. Following this, S waits
to receive signatures on the batched inputs. S generates
signatures on behalf of the honest parties (i.e., it uses
a simulated public/signing keys for the honest parties).
Once all signatures are received, then these signatures
(i.e., corresponding to both honest and corrupt parties)
are multicasted to the adversary. S then increments the
round number and continues with the simulation. On the
other hand, if the leader is corrupt, then S sends simu-
lated honest messages (according to ΠState to A and re-
ceives messages BATCH and COMMIT from A.

Of course, all this is good only when the corrupt par-
ties follow the off-chain protocol faithfully. Now a cor-
rupt party might not send its inputs or its signature or
might directly trigger the contract or might attempt to
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keep the contract and off-chain executions out of sync.
Not supplying inputs is handled in a straightforward
manner by just replacing it with ⊥. Not supplying sig-
natures on batched inputs corresponds to a halt in the
off-chain round. This in turn would result in honest par-
ties having to escalate the off-chain round to the on-chain
contract. Lemma 3 then shows how the execution gets
completed on-chain. Since S closely mimics the real
protocol, the indistinguishability follows from the proof
of Lemma 3 in this case. Directly triggering the on-
chain contract would result in a state change that noti-
fies the (simulated) honest parties who can then issue an
update command to the contract. This case is handled
by Lemma 5. Finally, A’s attempts to keep the on-chain
contract and off-chain executions out of sync are handled
by observing that on-chain contract notifications (in par-
ticular EventPending) are available to all honest parties
who can then recover from inconsistent corrupt inputs by
issuing an update command to the contract that syncs
the state on the on-chain chain with the off-chain state.
This case is handled by Lemma 3 and Lemma 5.

Finally, we consider the case when the leader is unable
to provide a COMMIT message for this round. This could
happen if either the leader is corrupt, or the corrupt par-
ties did not submit a signature on the BATCH message the
contains this round’s messages. In either case, Lemma 4
applies and we are guaranteed that the next round hon-
est messages are exchanged only after the current round
state is synchronized among the parties.

Contract inputs and outputs (including coins) are han-
dled in the straightforward manner. One thing to note is
that the event emitted by the on-chain contract may be
delayed. Other than this, simulation proceeds by faith-
fully applying the parameterized update function to the
state and also maintains a variable bestRound which in
addition to variables state and applied, keeps track of the
on-chain state (and prevents replay attacks).

B Details of Linked Payments Construc-
tion

In the body of the paper (Figure 11) we presented the
update function and auxiliary smart contracts for the state
channel protocol ΠLinked. In Figure 13 we define the local
behavior of the parties.

We state and provide a proof sketch of our main theo-
rem for FLinked.

Theorem 7. Protocol ΠLinked realizes FLinked function-
ality in the FState-hybrid world.

Proof. (Sketch) The ideal world simulator S for the
dummy real world adversary runs a sandboxed execu-
tion of ΠLinked through which it relays instructions while

faithfully simulating honest parties exactly as described
in ΠLinked. Note that in the simulation, S would act both
as FState. While S itself has quite a rich interface via
FLinked, the crux of the proof will be in proving that dur-
ing the course of this interaction, FLinked never raises an
Exception.

Proposition 8. For each i∈ 1...(`−1), flagi must be in a
terminal state, i.e., flagi ∈ {cancel,complete} at time
T +O(`+∆) (or at time T +O(`) when all parties are
honest).

Proof sketch. First we consider the case when all par-
ties are honest (and each party has sufficient balance). In
this case, the sender P1 starts a fresh round on its state
channel (with P2) where it presents h←H(x) for a ran-
domly chosen x. Note that P1 also sends x to P̀ . Observe
that the flag variable on F1

State state channel will be set
to inflight, following which (honest) party P2 would start
a fresh round on its state channel with P3 where it sim-
ply forwards h that it received from F1

State. This process
repeats until it is P̀ ’s turn where P̀ multicasts the preim-
age x that it received from P1. Then, each (honest) party
Pi simply passes a complete command to F i

State Note
that each of these steps take one time step. Therefore,
the whole protocol completes within `+2 time steps (all
off-chain), i.e., by time T + O(`). Furthermore, each
of the flag variables flagi would be in a terminal state
complete.

When not all parties are honest, then it is possible that
F i

State might receive a cancel command from corrupt
Pi. In this case, the cancel command is propagated all
the way back to P1 by the honest parties. In this case, all
the local flag variables in F i

State are set to cancel and
P1 ends getting its deposit back. Note that the cancel

event is confirmed on the on-chain auxiliary contract.
Since this is settled on-chain, we incur an additional ∆

delay. One final scenario is when each F i
State is set to

inflight (i.e., in the forward path), and P̀ revealed the
preimage but a corrupt party does not agree to the update
off-chain. Once again, the state channel synchronization
process escalates to the on-chain contract where this will
be settled, and the flag variables will be set in this case
to complete. Note that the on-chain escalation will in-
duce an additional ∆ delay (but this happens in parallel
for each state channel instance) and therefore the propo-
sition holds in this case as well. This concludes the proof
of the proposition.

Proposition 9. For each i ∈ 1...(`− 2), if Pi is hon-
est, it must not be the case that (flagi,flagi+1) =
(cancel,complete) at time T + O(`+ ∆) (or at time
T +O(`) when all parties are honest).

Proof sketch. We discuss the case when all parties are
honest. As described in the proof of Proposition 8, when
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Protocol ΠLinked($X ,T,P1, ...P̀ )

Let TExpiry := T +6`+∆.
Let TCrit := TExpiry−∆ // Last chance to submit x
Let TDispute := TExpiry +∆+3.

Update Function ULinked,$X (state, inL, inR,auxin)

if state =⊥, set state := (init,⊥,(0,0))
parse state as (flag,h,(credL,credR))

parse ini as (cmdi, in
Pay
i ), for i ∈ {L,R}

if cmdL = open(h′) and flag = init, then

set credL −= $X , flag := inflight, and h := h′

otherwise if cmdL = complete and flag = inflight,

set credR += $X , and flag := complete

otherwise if cmdR = cancel and flag = inflight,

set credL += $X and flag := cancel

otherwise if cmdR = dispute or cmdL = dispute, and
flag = inflight, and current time > TExpiry, then

auxout := (dispute,h,$X) and flag = dispute

let statePay := (credL,credR)

(auxPay
out ,statePay) :=UPay(statePay, inPay

L , inPay
R ,auxin)

set state := (flag,h,statePay)

return (state,(auxout,auxPay
out ))

Auxiliary contract ContractLinked

Copy the auxiliary contract from Figure 11, renaming the
output handler to outputPay

on contract input output(aux∗out):

parse auxout as (auxout,auxPay
out )

if aux∗out parses as (dispute,h,$X) then
if PM.published(TExpiry,h), then

depositsR += $X
else

depositsL += $X
auxin := (depositsL,depositsR)

invoke outputPay(auxPay
out )

Global Contract ContractPM

initially timestamp[] is an empty mapping
on contract input publish(x) at time T :

if H(x) /∈ timestamp: then set timestamp[H(x)] := T

constant function published(h,T ′):

return True if h ∈ timestamp and timestamp[h]≤ T ′

return False otherwise

Local protocol for sender, P1
on input pay from the environment:

x $←{0,1}λ , and h←H(x)
pass (open,h,$X ,TExpiry) as input to F1

State
send (preimage,x) to P̀
if (preimage,x) is received from P2 before TExpiry, then
pass complete to F1

State

at time TExpiry +∆, if PM.published(TExpiry,h), then

pass input complete to F1
State

at time TDispute, then pass input dispute to F1
State

Local protocol for party Pi, where 2≤ i≤ `−1

on receiving state (inflight,h, ) from F i−1
State

store h
provide input (open,h,$X ,TExpiry) to F i

State

on receiving state (cancel, , ) from F i
State,

provide input (cancel) to F i−1
State

on receiving (preimage,x) from P̀ before time TCrit,
where H(x) = h,

pass complete to F i
State

at time TCrit, if state (complete, , ) has not been re-
ceived from F i

State, then
pass contract input PM.publish(x)

at time TExpiry +∆,

if PM.published(TExpiry,h), pass complete to F i
State

otherwise, pass cancel to F i−1
State

at time TDispute, pass input dispute to F i−1
State and F i

State

Local protocol for recipient, P̀

on receiving (preimage,x) from P1, store x and h :=H(x)
on receiving state (inflight,h, ) from F `−1

State,

multicast (preimage,x) to each party
at time TCrit, if state (complete, , ) has not been re-
ceived from F `

State, then
pass contract input PM.publish(x)

at time TDispute, pass input dispute to F `−1
State

Other messages. Messages involving the FPay interface
are routed between the environment and the FState func-
tionality according to ΠPay (see Figure 6)

Figure 13: Construction for FLinked in the FState-hybrid world. Portions of the update function ULinked,$X that are
delegated to the underlying UPay update function (Figure 11) are colored blue to help readability. The left column is
duplicated from Fig. 11.
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all parties are honest, we have the payment will be settled
within time T +O(`), and furthermore the flag variables
will be such that flagi = complete for all i. Next we
focus on the interesting case where some parties are cor-
rupt. Then, we need to prove that the flag variables are
pairwise consistent. When Pi and Pi+1 are both honest,
this follows from the fact that state channels remain syn-
chronzied no matter how the payment between P1 and P̀
is settled. The interesting case is when say Pi is honest
(condition in proposition statement) and Pi+1 is corrupt.
That is, it suffices to prove that if flagi = cancel, then
it must hold that flagi+1 = cancel also holds. Now if
P̀ was corrupt and Pi+1 revealed the hash preimage (re-
ceived from P̀ ) but the payment settlement was escalated
to the preimage manager contract where the preimage
was revealed, then it follows from the protocol descrip-
tion that in this case flagi = complete (i.e., the propo-
sition precondition does not hold). The remaining cases
are relatively straightforward as the only way flagi is set
to cancel is when Pi+1 supplied cancel to the state
channel between Pi and Pi+1 (and we already handled the
case when the preimage manager is involved in chang-
ing flagi to complete. This concludes the proof of the
proposition.

Proposition 10. If P1 and P̀ are honest, then
(flag1,flag`−1) ∈ {(complete,complete),(cancel,
cancel)} at time T + O(`+ ∆) (or at time T + O(`)
when all parties are honest).

Proof sketch. When all parties are honest, the proposition
directly follows from the proof of Propositions 8 and 9.
The interesting case is when some parties are corrupt.
Note that when both P1 and P̀ are honest, it follows that
if P̀ received inflight from F `−1

State then it would multi-
cast the preimage of h to all parties. We analyze two
cases depending on whether P̀ multicasted the preim-
age or not. Note that since P1 and P̀ are honest the ad-
versary does not have knowledge (except with negligi-
ble probability) of the preimage unless it was revealed
by P̀ . Suppose P̀ revealed the preimage of h. Then,
in this case, we will argue that the end state for the flag
variables will be complete. This is because once the
preimage was revealed, all honest parties become aware
of it and each honest Pi would issue a complete com-
mand to F i

State and either synchronize the state on-chain
(with the help of the preimage manager contract) or off-
chain. This combined with the fact that P1 is honest im-
plies that the end state for the flag variables flag1,flag`
would be complete. We now turn to the case when P̀
never revealed the preimage. Then from the protocol de-
scription it follows that the adversary is not aware of the
preimage and therefore cannot transition a state channel
to complete. Therefore in this case, each state chan-
nel will result in canceling the inflight status, and it fol-

lows that both P1 and P̀ will end up with flag variables
flag1,flag` set to cancel. This concludes the proof.

B.1 Supporting fees
Participants who act as intermediaries in a payment path
contribute their resources to provide a useful service to
the sender and recipient. The intermediaries’ collateral
is tied up for the duration of the payment, and the sender
and recipient would not be able to complete their pay-
ment otherwise. Therefore it is natural for the sender to
provide an additional fee along with the payment, which
can be claimed by each intermediary upon successful
completion of the payment. To achieve this, each con-
ditional payment along the path should include a slightly
less amount than the last; the difference can be pocketed
by the intermediary upon completion. The following ex-
ample provides a 1 fee to each intermediary, P2 and P3.

P1
$X+2−−−−−−−−−→

PM[h,TExpiry]
P2

$X+1−−−−−−−−−→
PM[h,TExpiry]

P3
$X−−−−−−−−−→

PM[h,TExpiry]
P4

C Code listing of the Ethereum code for
State Channel

Our implementation of the state channel contract is given
in Fig. 14.

D Survey of Payment Channels

In this section, we provide a short survey of related pay-
ment channels Duplex Micropayment Channels, Light-
ning Channels and Raiden. A comprehensive compar-
sion for Duplex Micropayment Channels and Lightning
Channels is available here [18] and we use its notation
for describing all protocols.

Duplex Micropayment Channels A proposal by
Decker and Wattenhofer supports bi-directional pay-
ments. Its goal is to extend the number of transfers possi-
ble compared to Spilman’s channels [27] within the same
lifetime. Structurally, it relies on a pair of unidirectional
channels CA→B,CB→A and an invalidation tree with a sin-
gle active branch that represents the current pair of unidi-
rectional channels. Each node in the tree is a transaction
whose absolute lock time is equal or larger than its parent
i.e. (T1,99,T2,100,T3,100).

Remarkably, lock times have a transient property such
that reducing the lock time of a node in the branch will
automatically invalidate all children nodes. This inval-
idation is leveraged if either unidirectional channel ex-
hausts its supply of coins. Both parties co-operate to
create a new pair of unidirectional channels with their
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1 contract StateChannel {
2 address [] public players;
3 mapping (address => uint) playermap;
4 int bestRound = -1;
5 enum Flag { OK, PENDING }
6 Flag flag;
7 uint deadline;
8 mapping ( uint => bytes32 [] ) inputs;
9 mapping ( uint => bool ) applied;

10
11 bytes32 aux_in;
12 bytes32 state;
13
14 event EventPending (uint round , uint deadline );
15 event EventOnchain (uint round );
16 event EventOffchain (uint round);
17
18 function handleOutputs(bytes32 state) {
19 // APPLICATION SPECIFIC REACTION
20 }
21
22 function applyUpdate(bytes32 state , bytes32 aux_in , bytes32 [] inputs) returns(bytes32) {
23 // APPLICATION SPECIFIC UPDATE
24 }
25
26 function input(uint r, bytes32 input) onlyplayers {
27 uint i = playermap[msg.sender ];
28 assert(inputs[r][i] == 0);
29 inputs[r][i] = input;
30 }
31
32 function triggerT1(uint r) onlyplayers {
33 assert( r == uint(bestRound + 1) ); // Requires the previous state to be registered
34 assert( flag == Flag.OK );
35 flag = Flag.PENDING;
36 deadline = block.number + 10; // Set the deadline for collecting inputs or updates
37 EventPending(r, block.number );
38 }
39
40 function triggerT2(uint r) {
41 // No one has provided an "update" message in time
42 assert( r == uint(bestRound + 1) );
43 assert( flag == Flag.PENDING );
44 assert( block.number > deadline );
45
46 // Process all inputs received during trigger (a default input is used if it is not received)
47 flag = Flag.OK;
48 state = applyUpdate(state , aux_in , inputs[r]);
49 EventOnchain(r);
50 bestRound = int(r);
51 }
52
53 function update(Signature [] sigs , int r, bytes32 _state) onlyplayers {
54 if (r <= bestRound && applied[r]) return;
55
56 // Check the signature of all parties
57 var _h = sha3(r, state);
58 for (uint i = 0; i < players.length; i++) {
59 verifySignature(players[i], _h, sig);
60 }
61
62 // Only update to states with larger round number
63 if ( r == bestRound + 1) {
64 // Updates for a later round supercede any pending state
65 if (status == Status.PENDING) {
66 status = Status.OK;
67 EventOffchain(uint(bestRound ));
68 }
69 bestRound = r;
70 state = _state;
71 }
72 applied[r] = true;
73 handleOutputs(_state );
74 }
75 }

Figure 14: Solidity contract for general purpose state channel, corresponding to the pseudocode in Fig. 8.
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Channel Establishment:
A→ B: Funding input πA
B→ A: Funding T F , Invalidation Tree’s first branch (T1,k, ...,Td,k) and a signature σB→A

B,i for the channel CB→A
i

A→ B: Signature σA→B
A,i for the channel CA→B

i and a signature for each node in the branch (σ1,k
A , ...,σd,k

A )

B→ A: Signature for each node in the branch (σ1,k
B , ...,σd,k

B ) and a signature σF
B for the Funding T F

A→ N: Signed Funding T F

Send a Payment:
A→ B: Signature σA→B

A for channel CA→B

Send a Conditional Transfer:
A→ B: Signature σA→B

A for channel CA→B which has an additional conditional transfer (output) based on H(x)
Reset Channels:
A→ B: Next branch in the Invalidation Tree (T1,k, ...,Td,k−1) and a signature σA→B

A,i+1 for the channel CA→B
i+1

B→ A Signature for each node in the branch (σ1,k
B , ...,σd,k−1

B ) and a signature σB→A
B,i+1 for the channel CB→A

i+1

A→ B: Signature for each node in the branch (σ1,k
A , ...,σd,k−1

A )
Close channel (Dispute):
A→ N: Each signed node in the current branch (T1,k, ...,Td,k) and the signed channel CA→B

i
B→ N: The signed channel CB→A

i
Note: Must wait until the leaf node’s expiry time Td,k to settle both channels.
Close channel (Co-operative):
A→C: Signature σS

A for Settlement T S

B→ N: Signed Settlement T S

Figure 15: Duplex Micropayment Channels with two parties A,B and the Bitcoin network N.

new respective balance before signing a new subset of
nodes with smaller lock times to invalidate the previous
active branch. Table 15 and the following will explain
each stage:

Channel Establishment: Both parties co-operate to
construct an unsigned funding transaction T F , the first
branch of the invalidation tree (T1,k, ...,Td,k), where d is
the number of nodes in the tree and k is an absolute lock
time that is equal or greater than the previous node’s lock
time, and the two unidirectional channels A→ B,B→ A.
All transactions are mutually signed in the reverse order,
and the funding transaction T F is sent to the Bitcoin net-
work and stored in the Blockchain.

Send a Payment: The sender creates and signs a new
payment transaction T P that re-distributes the coins in
their unidirectional channel. Effectively, this transaction
increments the coins sent to the receiver and decrements
the sender’s share of coins. If either channel exhausts its
supply of coins, then both parties must co-operate to re-
set the balance of both unidirectional channels. To reset,
both parties identify a node in the current active branch
that has a lock time that is greater than its parent node.

For example, the middle transaction T2,100 in the
branch (T1,99,T2,100,T3,100) is the next available node to
have its lock time reduced. Both parties construct a
new branch (T1,99,T ′2,99,T

′
3,100) and unidirectional chan-

nels A→ B,B→ A that represents each party’s respective
balance. Crucially, these transactions are signed in the
reverse order such that the unidirectionals channels are
signed before T ′3,100 and T ′2,99. It is important to note that

the first transaction T1,99 does not need to be re-signed.
Send a Conditional Transfer: The sender creates a

new payment transaction T P with an additional output
that locks coins into the conditional transfer in their uni-
directional channel. These coins can be claimed by the
receiver if the pre-image x of the hash H(x) is revealed
before time texpire. On the other hand, the coins are re-
funded to the sender if the coins have not been claimed
by texpire.

Close Channel (dispute): Raising a dispute requires
either party to wait for each node in the invalidation
tree’s absolute lock time to expire before it can be broad-
cast and accepted into the Blockchain. Notably, the leaf
node’s Td,k has two outputs to represent each party’s uni-
directional channel. If a payment transaction T P that rep-
resents the final balance of the unidirectional channel is
not accepted into the Blockchain before tre f und , then the
channel’s locked coins are returned to the sender.

Close Channel (co-operative): Both parties mutu-
ally sign a settlement T S that has no lock time and sends
each party their respective balance. This sent transaction
is sent to the network and accepted into the Blockchain
to close the channel.

Lightning Network A proposal by Poon and Dryja
that is composed of two components to support off-chain
transactions. The first is Lightning Channels that accepts
deposits from two parties to support bi-directional pay-
ments without an expiry time. The second is Hashed
Time-Locked Transactions (HTLC) that supports atomic
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Channel Establishment:
A→ B: Revocation hash H(SA,i), Funding input πA

B→ A: Revocation hash H(SB,i), Unsigned Funding T F , Signature σC
B,i for A′s Commitment TC,A

i

A→ B: Signatures σC
A,i for B′s Commitment TC,B

i and σF
A for Funding T F

B→ N: Signed Funding T F

Send a Payment:
A→ B: New revocation hash H(SA,i+1)

B→ A: New revocation hash H(SB,i+1), Signature σC
B,i+1 for A′s new Commitment Tx TC,A

i+1

A→ B: Pre-image of previous revocation hash SA,i, Signature σC
A,i+1 for B′s new Commitment TC,B

i+1
B→ A: Pre-image of previous revocation hash SB,i
Send a Conditional Transfer:
A→ B: HTLC Output based on H(x) (Sender’s role)
A↔ B: Repeat Send a Payment with additional HTLC Output
Close channel (Dispute):
A→ N: Latest Commitment TC

A (Broadcaster)
B→ N: Delivery T D

B (Non-broadcaster claims balance)
A→ N: Revocable Delivery T RD

A (Broadcaster claims balance after time t)
B→ N: HTLC Delivery T HD

B (Receiver claims locked coins by revealing x)
A→ N: HTLC Refund Delivery T HR

A (Sender is refunded the locked coins after time texpire)
Close channel (Co-operative):
A→C: Signature σS

A for Settlement T S

B→ N: Signed Settlement T S

Figure 16: Lightning Channels with two parties A,B and the Bitcoin network N.

transfers between two or more channels.
Combined, both components support the functionality

required to build a payment network on Bitcoin. The
coins deposited in each Lightning Channel provides a
payment network with its liquidity, while HTLC trans-
actions provides a means for parties that do not share a
direct channel to transact with each other.

Before describing Lightning Channels it is important
to note that invalidation of previous payments is per-
formed using a penalty approach. There is a single ac-
tive state that represents each party’s balance in the chan-
nel and a list of previously revoked states. Cruically,
broadcasting a revoked state allows the non-broadcaster
to steal all coins in the channel. As such, only the mu-
tually agreed active state that represents both parties cur-
rent balance should be broadcast to the Blockchain. Ta-
ble 16 and the following will explain each stage:

Channel Establishment: Both parties exchange new
revocation hashes H(SA,i),H(SB,i), an agreed relative
lock time t and an unsigned Funding Transaction T F .
Next, each party creates, signs and sends the counter-
party a Commitment Transaction TC that represents the
channel’s current state. Finally, the Funding Transac-
tion can be signed σF and accepted into the Blockchain
once both parties have received their signed Commit-
ment Transaction TC,A,TC,B.

Sending a Payment: Authorising a payment re-
quires both parties to exchange new revocation hashes
H(SA,i+1),H(SB,i+1) and sign a new pair of Commitment

Transactions TC,A
i+1 ,T

C,B
i+1 . Next, both parties need to in-

valdiate the previous pair of Commitment Transactions
which simply involves exchanging the previous revoca-
tion hashes pre-images SA,i,SB,i.

Sending a Conditional Transfer: A conditional pay-
ment requires each channel along the route to lock coins
that are only released if a secret x of H(x) is revealed.
Locking the coins requires the sender to receive a hash
H(x) from the previous hop along the route, both parties
to exchange new revocation hashes H(SA,i+1),H(SB,i+1),
and both parties to sign a new pair of Commitment Trans-
actions TC,A

i+1 ,T
C,B
i+1 . Similarly to sending a payment, both

parties need to exchange the previous revocation hashes
pre-image SA,i,SB,i to revoke the previous active state.

Cruically, both Commitment Transactions have an ad-
ditional output that locks the sender’s coins into the
transfer. These coins are sent to the receiver if x is re-
vealed, or refunded to the sender if the transfer has ex-
pired after time texpire. Notably, this approach supports
concurrent conditional transfers as only additional out-
puts are required to lock the coins.

Close Channel (Dispute): Raising a dispute requires
the disputer to broadcast their Commitment Transaction
to the Blockchain. The non-broadcaster can claim their
coins immediately by signing a Delivery Transaction T D,
whereas the broadcaster must wait a mutually agreed
grace period t before claiming their coins using a Re-
vocable Delivery Transaction T RD. If the broadcaster
sends a previously revoked Commitment Transaction to
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Channel Establishment:
A→C: Counterparty B, settlement time tsettle, token α

A→C: Deposit da (repeatable)
B→C: Deposit db (optional)
Send a Payment:
A→ B: Signature σP

A , total transferred λA, nonce cA,i+1, locksroot ΓA
45

Where σCT
A = Sska(α,B,λA,ΓA,cA,i+1).

Send a Conditional Transfer:
A→ B: Signature σCT

A , total transferred λA, nonce cA,i+1 locksroot ΓA, locked transfer γA

hash hA, expiration texpire
A

Where σA = SskB(α,B,λA,ΓA,cA,i+1).
Close channel:
A→C: Signature σB, total transferred λB, nonce cB, locksroot ΓB (B’s latest transfer)
B→C: Signature σA, total transferred λA, nonce cA, locksroot ΓA (A’s latest transfer)
A→C: Locked transfer γB, secret sB, merkle tree branch θB (unlock transfer, repeatable)
B→C: Locked transfer γA, secret sA, merkle tree branch θA (unlock transfer, repeatable)
Withdraw:
A→C: Settlement after tsettle

Figure 17: Raiden with two parties A,B and the smart contract C.

the Blockchain, then the grace period t provides the non-
broadcaster time to issue a Breach Remedy Transaction
T BR that steals the broadcaster’s share of coins.

Close Channel (Co-operative): Both parties sign a
new Settlement Transaction T S that sends both parties
their respective balances. This single transaction is sent
to the network and accepted into the Blockchain to close
the channel.

Raiden It is inspired by the Lightning Network and is
in active development to implement off-chain state chan-
nels for Ethereum. Table 17 and the following will ex-
plain each stage:

Channel Establishment: A single party creates the
channel by submitting the counterparty’s Ethereum ac-
count B, and a settlement time tsettle that provides a time
window between closing the channel and settling its final
balance. Both parties deposit tokens6 into the contract if
they are satisfied with the settlement time tsettle.

Sending a Payment: An incremental counter c is
responsible for establishing the order of payments and
each unidirectional channel A→ B,B→ A has its own
counter cA,i,cB,i respectfully. Each payment requires the
sender to increment their total transferred λA and the
counter cA,i+1 before signing the payment σP

A using their
Ethereum account’s private key. Notably, the total trans-
ferred λ value can be greater than the sender’s deposit
due to how the final balance is computed during the final
settlement which we will present shortly. Also, the lock
root Γ is only included and signed if there are pending
conditional transfers.

6A Raiden-specified asset.

Sending a Conditional Transfer: The sender com-
putes a hash h, the locked transfer amount γ , the condi-
tional transfer’s expiration time texpire, the new lockroot
Γ and an incremented counter c. This message is signed
σCT

A using the sender’s Ethereum account’s private key
and sent to the receiver. The lock root Γ is the root of a
merkle tree for all pending conditional transfers γ1, ...,γn
and must be included in future payments until all condi-
tional transfers texpire

1 , ..., texpire
n have expired.

Close Channel: Either party can close the channel by
submitting the latest transfer received from the counter-
party. This begins the settlement period tsettle that pro-
vides a grace period for the counterparty to submit the
latest transfer received from the closer. Furthermore, it
provides time to unlock and claim each pending condi-
tional transfer. This transfer can be claimed by submit-
ting the locked transfer γ , the secret s that is the pre-
image of the hash h, and a merkle tree branch θ that
proves the sender committed to this transfer under the
condition that s is revealed before the expiration time
texpire. Notably, the current implementation requires a
new transaction to claim each conditional transfer.

Settlement: As mentioned previously, the total trans-
ferred λ can exceed each sender’s deposit in the con-
tract. Determining the final balance requires computing
the offset of each total transferred using the following
equations:

Abalance = dA +(λB−λA)

Bbalance = dB +(λA−λB)

Finally, the party that does not inform the contract to
perform the settlement is sent their balance first, and the
remaining tokens in the contract is sent to the caller.
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Table 1: A comparison on the number of signatures required for
each stage.

Establish
ment

Payment

Transfer

Reset
Dispute

Duplex (d +2)×2 1 1 (α +1)×2 1×2
Lightning 2×2 1×2 1×2 N/A 3 or β +3

Raiden 1 or 2 1 1 N/A β +2
Sprite 1 or 2 1 × 2 1 × 2 N/A 1

Table 2: Payment Channel Features

Bi-directional

Storage of prev
ious states

Worst-
case delay

Incremental

Lightning [26]  O(N) O(`∆) #
Duplex [8] G# O(1) O(`∆) #

Raiden  O(1) O(`∆) #
Our work  O(1) O(`+∆)  

E Analysis

In this section, we compare Lightning Channels, Duplex
Micropayment Channels, Raiden and Sprite. All com-
parisons are based on the protocol descriptions presented
in Appendix D. We focus on the lock times required to
atomically route payments across two or more channels
and the number of signatures/transactions required for
each step in the protocols.

E.1 Lock Times
Lightning, Duplex and Raiden have adopted Hashed
Time-Locked Contract (HTLC) for conditional transfers
that atomically route coins across two or more channels.

Notably, in a conditional transfer each intermediary
party has two roles as the receiver in an incoming chan-
nel, and the sender in an outgoing channel. Coins are
locked into the conditional transfer for ∆delay blocks
which represents the worst-case time that each party
must wait before raising a dispute with the Blockchain
which is highlighted in Table 2. Cruically, the party
must ensure the conditional transfer’s expiry time for
the incoming channel is greater than the expiry time for
the outgoing channel’s locked transfer such that ∆in

delay >

∆out
delay. This provides a grace period for this party’s coins

to be claimed in the outgoing channel before claiming
their coins in the incoming channel.

Unfortunately, the worst-case delay ∆delay in Duplex
must take into account the expiry for both the incom-
ing and outgoing channel’s lifetime. This is necessary as
disputes cannot be settled in the Blockchain until these
channels have expired. The worst-case scenario is if the
final receiver’s channel has the largest expiry time. In
this situation, all hop’s along the route’s must have a
worst-case delay ∆delay greater than the final channel’s
expiry time.

In Lightning and Raiden the worst-case delay ∆delay
only relies on the hop’s desired grace period as the chan-
nels have no expiry time. Although, the sender that es-
tablishes the route must lock their coins into the trans-
fer with a lock time greater than the lock times used by
all hops along the route. Ultimately, the coins can be

locked for up to O(`∆) blocks. For example, if the worst-
case delay ∆delay is 6 for a route of 10 channels, then
the sender’s coins are potentially locked for at most 60
blocks.

The introduction of a Preimage Manager in Sprite im-
proves the worst-case delay ∆delay such that as it re-
mains constant regardless of the route’s size. This
is possible as Sprite can enforce the success of all con-
ditional transfers along the route if the pre-image x of
the conditional hash H(x) is stored in the appointed
Preimage Manager’s contract before the worst-case de-
lay ∆delay. To put another way, any hop can raise a dis-
pute by submitting the pre-image with confidence that
all hops along the route will atomically accept the condi-
tional transfer. As such, the worst case for the length of
time coins are locked into the transfer is O(`+∆)

E.2 Signatures and Transactions
Table 1 highlights the number of signatures required
for each stage of Duplex, Lightning, Raiden and Sprite.
Next, we provide a comparison on the number of signa-
tures and the number of transactions that are stored in the
Blockchain for each stage of the protocols.

Channel Establishment. Lightning and Duplex re-
quire both parties to sign the channel’s state before co-
operatively signing a Funding Transaction that is stored
in the Blockchain. In Lighting the state is simply a pair
of Commitment Transactions, while in Duplex the state
is the first branch of an Invalidation Tree which consists
of d nodes and both Unidirectional Channels. On the
other hand, both Raiden and Sprite require a single party
to sign a transaction to establish the channel with their
deposit. The counterparty can sign a second transaction
that deposits their coins into the channel.

Payment. All payments and conditional transfers fol-
low the same approach. No additional signatures are re-
quired in any scheme to lock coins into a new conditional
transfer.

Raiden and Duplex are constructed using a pair of uni-
directional channels which requires a single signature
from the sender to authorise a payment. Notably, the
unidirectional channels in Duplex can exhaust their sup-
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ply of coins. This requires both parties to co-operatively
perform (α +1)×2 signatures to reset the coins in each
channel, where α represents the list of transactions that
need to be replaced in Invalidation Tree’s current branch.

However, Raiden’s unidirectional channels does not
require a reset as it only increments the total quantity of
transferred coins and an offset is considered during the
settlement phase to compute the final balance for both
parties.

On the other hand, Lightning and Sprite maintain
both party’s current balance and sending a payment re-
quires both parties to co-operatively sign a new transac-
tion that updates their balances. Notably, Lightning re-
vokes the previous state after both parties mutually agree
a new state. These previous states are invalidated using
a penalty approach that requires parties to store all pre-
images (x1, ...,xn) and (s1, ...,sn). This storage require-
ment is highlighted in Table 2 as O(N), where N is the
number of previous states. On the other hand, Sprite in-
crements a nonce which the contract enforces to repre-
sent the latest state.

Settlement and Dispute. All protocols can be settled
if both parties co-operatively sign a transaction that sends
them their final balance.

Duplex and Raiden potentially require the most on-
chain transactions in the event of a dispute. In Duplex,
the disputer should already have the signatures for all d
nodes in the current branch of the Invalidation Tree. Both
parties must sign the unidirectional channels that repre-
sent their latest payment from the counterparty and send
both transactions to the network. In Raiden, each party
signs the unidirectional channel that represents the latest
payment from the counterparty and again two transac-
tions are stored in the Blockchain7 However, each con-
ditional transfer that needs to be unlocked requires the
receiver to sign an additional transaction β to claim it.

Lightning requires the disputer to sign and send
their Commitment Transaction for acceptance into the
Blockchain. It is possible for each party to sign a sin-
gle transaction that claims both their final balance and
all unlocked conditional transfers. However, depending
on the lock times associated with the conditional trans-
fers, then it is likely that an additional transaction β is
required to claim each conditional transfer.

Unlike all others protocols, Sprite is the only pay-
ment channel protocol that does not need to close in
order to resolve a dispute for a conditional transfer.
Any party in the route can submit the pre-image x of the
conditional hash H(x) to the PreimageManager. This dis-
pute will enforce the conditional transfer confirmation all
channels if the preimage is accepted before the expiry

7Raiden is in the process of fixing a bug we reported during
our analysis of their implementation https://github.com/raiden-
network/raiden/issues/365.

time TExpiry. Furthermore, it is possible for both par-
ties to withdraw coins from the channel by co-operatively
signing a withdrawal transaction. This can be sent to the
Blockchain for the coins to be released without the need
to close the channel.
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